
 

If you are interested in understanding the core of Hindi, this is a good place to start. You can learn from elementary speaking to reading and writing skill. There are also plenty of resources on the internet for those who want more information. The website is made by a group of people with a mission to help provide free learning material online for those wanting it in Hindi as per their convenience. It
has been featured on various blogs and magazines as well as being ranked among top websites that offer news about India and its culture. As per one blog post, "The site's content is written in both English and Hindi so users can also share their thoughts online. This ensures that users are learning Hindi in a meaningful way." 

The website has been featured in many prominent Indian Magazines and Blogs. It has also ranked among top websites that offer news about India and its culture. The site has been ranked among top 20 Hindi sites at India Cyber Summit held in Mumbai on 24 Dec 2011 by PayTm, which was attended by various notable people including the likes of Sachin Tendulkar, Amitabh Bachchan, Kapil Dev etc.
"Rangoli" Magazine also featured it in their 13th Aug 2012 issue cover page article "India's Top 100 Websites To Learn English & Hindi". In Oct 2015, it was also featured as one of the top websites to Learn Hindi on the occasion of World Hindi Day by Times Internet Ltd. Other than this, it has also been featured in various other publications including "DesiRozio" Magazine. The site has been
featured by various blogs and online news portals.

If you visit the website for the first time, you will be greeted with a splash screen announcing World Hindi Day by Times Internet Ltd along with its logo. If you choose to ignore that and go past it to access content on the main page, then you will be greeted by boxes having different colors corresponding to different categories of learning material i.e. English, Hindi etc... The website itself contains
various learning material like flash cards, lesson videos etc for both English & Hindi. The other important things aboutWorld Hindi Day is that it marks the anniversary of "Kalyanamitra", the first ever newspaper in India. "The Hindu" was established on 17 Feb 1878 and thus marks Platinum Jubilee this year which is why World Hindi Day is celebrated every year on the 17th February. The day has
also been marked by various other events all around the world, including countries like Australia, Indonesia and United States of America among others. You will also notice a section called "Write In" from where you can download a flashcard. This section contains all the flashcards uploaded by the community and is a great source of study material. You also have a chance to "create your own flash
cards" for free by uploading your favourite quotes or sayings from any source into this section and getting them added to the website as flashcards as well as learning material for Hindi. The website also has an online Hindi dictionary which has words translated in English as well as Hindi. This is categorized under the "English" section, next to the "Write In" & english learning flashcards sections.
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